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Please read the rules, including the category descriptions completely 
before you register. A later re-registration is unfortunately not possible, as 
all places are limited!

REGISTRATION 
The registration takes place online on the homepage via the shopping cart. The participant will 
receive an invoice for the registration. The registration is only valid after receipt of the entry fee. If the 
payment is not made within 10 days, the place will be released and the registration is void. A further 
form with signature is NOT necessary. With the purchase of your participation, the set of rules, the 
element divisions, the data guidelines and the terms and conditions are accepted. 

CANCELLATION 
A cancellation (or withdrawal) is only possible if no booking confirmation is received from us within 
the binding period of 10 days. Should a participant not be able to participate in the championship 
due to injury or pregnancy, he/she will still receive free entry on the day of the championship on 
which the participant‘s category starts, upon request and upon presentation of a medical certificate. 
A refund of the registration fee is not possible.

PRICES 
Individual/Single performance  59,50 Euro 
Double per person    59,50 Euro 
Dance partner    39,90 Euro 
The registration fees for the teams get discounts!
Team  (4 Pers.) 198,00 Euro (statt 238,00 Euro)
Team  (5 Pers.) 247,50 Euro (statt 297,50 Euro)
Team  (6 Pers.) 297,00 Euro (statt 357,00 Euro)
Team  (7 Pers.) 346,50 Euro (statt 416,50 Euro)
Team  (8 Pers.) 396,00 Euro (statt 476,00 Euro)
Team  (9 Pers.) 445,50 Euro (statt 535,50 Euro)
Team (10Pers.) 495,00 Euro (statt 595,00 Euro)

Check IN 
On-site Check IN is OBLIGATIONAL! If you have NOT checked in, you can NOT start! The result will 
be disqualification! Check in is from 8:00-11:00. Anyone who does not show up by then without prior 
arrangement cannot be checked in! Reason: Post ponement of the timetable due to not appearing 
or short-term sick leave. Participants are late for the performance. Can‘t warm up. 

Entrance fee
For all participants is free admission on the championship day with one chair. If the 
participant wristband is lost, a ticket must be purchased for entry. It cannot be concluded that the 
tape was simply passed on, hence this measure. So take good care of it, it is your free entrance on 
your day of performance. You will receive this when you check in. For the other day, a ticket must be 
purchased if you are interested. 

ALLGEMEINES
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Information flow 
ALL information is sent to everyone by email. Please fill in all important email addresses of all partici-
pants. Current forms, information, changes, deadlines, times etc. pp. will be communicated about it. 
Please also check your spam folder from time to time. If you have any questions about the individual 
elements, you can ask them directly by email to the headjudge. 

Dance Partner 
In all categories the following is possible: choreography/dance partner (one or more) who does not 
perform elements at the pole may be ACTIVE on stage the whole time! ( for ecample Hip Hop‘er, 
Standard Dancer, Latin American Dancer and so on) The dance partner flows into the points of the 
choreography/props/floor elements etc. on. He may also lift the pole dancer with lifting figures and 
„twirl around“. The person at the pole who has registered for his category will still be judged and 
placed. the dancer should be a part of the performance to support the pole dancer The registered 
dance partner must be registered as a participant (or can also be registered later) and also receives 
free entry on the day of the performance and does not need an additional ticket. 

There are the following categories (you can find more details under 
CATEGORY DESCRIPTION)
Category  Quantity  Time                           Age    Day
Exotic Beginner    10   2:00 - 2:30 Min          ab 18 Jahren  Samstag
Exotic Professional    10   3:00 - 3:30 Min   ab 18 Jahren  Samstag
Exotic Double     10   3:00 - 3:30 Min   ab 18 Jahren  Samstag
Team       10   3:00 - 4:00 Min          ab 12 Jahren  Samstag
Lyrical       10   2:30 - 3:00 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Samstag
Rock      10   2:30 - 3:00 Min   ab 16 Jahren  Samstag
Moviestar     10   2:30 - 3:00 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Samstag
Fairytale     10   3:00 - 3:30 Min   ab 16 Jahren  Samstag
Tell a Story      10   3:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Samstag
Double Beginner     10   3:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 14 Jahren  Sonntag
Double Prof.     10   3:00 - 3:30 Min   ab 14 Jahren  Sonntag
Kids / Youth     10   2:00 - 3:00 Min            5-15 Jahre   Sonntag 
Master 40+ Beginner  10   2:00 - 2:30 Min          ab 40 Jahren  Sonntag 
Master 40+ Prof.    10   2:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 40 Jahren  Sonntag 
Intermediate     10   2:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Sonntag 
Advanced     10   3:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Sonntag
Elite      10   3:00 - 4:00 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Sonntag
Hoop Kids     10   2:00 - 3:00 Min              4-9 Jahre   Montag 
Hoop Youth     10   2:00 - 2:30 Min          10-15 Jahren  Montag
Hoop Single  Beg.    10   2:00 - 3:00 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Montag 
Hoop Single  Prof.    10   2:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 16 Jahren  Montag
Hoop Double Beg.    10   2:00 - 3:00 Min          ab 14 Jahren  Montag
Hoop Double Prof.    10   2:00 - 3:30 Min          ab 14 Jahren  Montag

If not all categories are fully occupied, the other categories will be filled with people from the 
waiting list. Means that the number of participants can still change within the categories.
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Music 
The music should be appropriate for the age and a family audience. This is not about English songs where 
it is about sex or something. Rather, it should not be German music that contains lyrics that glorify sexual or 
violent behavior. Other German songs are of course allowed. The music can be sung and not be instrumen-
tal. The timing starts with the first tone, or with the first choreographic element and ends as well. The pictu-
re/sound material sent in by the participant must not infringe any copyrights. The organizer and host does 
not assume any liability for damages to third parties. The organizer will register with the GEMA. Exclusion 
of the organiser‘s and the host‘s rights to compensation from the press and media material created during 
the championship. 
With too long music there is a point deduction of: 
1 point at 5-15 seconds 
3 points from 16 seconds and more 
The music must be uploaded entered into a provided online document of Google until 28. 02. 2021 
WE SEND THE LINK TO YOU BY EMAIL The title must be as follows: 
1. Category abbreviation 2. Name of the participant. 
Example BG_Sabine. Meyer (=Beginner Sabine Meyer) 
Category abbreviations can be found behind the category explanation. If you have any questions about the 
music, please send an email to info@rockthestage.com. Please ALWAYS bring an emergency stick and the 
music on your mobile phone with your music to the championship!

Entering and leaving the competition area 
The competition area should be entered and left quickly in order to keep to the championship schedule. The 
timing starts with the first sound of the music, or the first choreographic element. 

Sporting behaviour and disqualifications 
All participants are obliged to behave according to all rules of sporting behaviour before and after the 
championship. The trainer as well as club officials are responsible that participants, coaches, parents as 
well as persons connected with the team behave according to sporting standards and represent the sport 
positively. Gross unsportsmanlike conduct may lead to disqualification. The following further acts will lead 
to disqualification: - Assault or insult of the jury, officials, participants or spectators - Use of an unregistered 
participant - Performance under the influence of alcohol or drugs - Violation of age regulations - Grossly 
unsportsmanlike conduct

Publications, Advertising and PR 
All participating teams are allowed to use photos and advertisements of their own team, in their social media 
account, website or local newspaper. At the same time Rock the Stage also receives the rights to all official 
photos or videos, for its own advertising purposes on social media accounts, homepage and advertising. The 
participant transfers all rights to image and video material to the Rock the Stage Championship. 

A professional photographer takes pictures and videos of the event. The pictures and videos can be 
purchased. All rights of the pictures/videos taken by/during the championship, whether by the photographer, 
or himself, other third parties or in any other way, are reserved by the organizer! Mobile phone pictures (from 
certain photo places) are allowed, professional cameras are prohibited.
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Costumes 
We are a championship for show & entertainment. In ALL categories (except for children) everything is all-
owed, but the breast and the genital area must be completely covered. The buttocks may also be free, but the 
„Mumu“ or the „Anaconda“ must not fall out of their shells. Gloves and all kinds of shoes, heels and pleasers, 
or barefoot are allowed. Clothes may be taken off, but it must be possible to present the programme to a 
family audience. So please do not get completely naked! 

Props 
Props All types of props are allowed, welcome and are included in the evaluation. Only open fire, fireworks, 
liquids or other props that dirty or damage the stage may not be used. If the stage floor has been damaged 
by the competitor, it must be replaced by the latter. 

Moderation & Technique 
To make sure that you can be announced well, your topic is understood by everyone and you have the ideal 
light for your performance, we have prepared a moderation and technique sheet. We will send you the form 
by email.

Changing room / lounge area 
Here it is allowed: 
- to change clothes 
- to use make-up 
- to do hair 
- to eat your own food 
- to consume your own drinks 
- to stay 
- guests and visitors are not allowed in the changing room area. Only with explicit permission of the 
respective participant, e. g. to help you get your hair done or dressed, it is permitted by the security 
staff. In case of a longer stay the visitor/helper/guest will be expelled from the room. 
Please remember your mirrors for make-up

Warm up 
There is a warm-up area with two pole stages. Bring your own yoga mats for floor work and stret-
ching. In this area you will be able to warm up and for a possible falling sugar level (before excite-
ment) water and fruit are available. Own food is only allowed in the changing room area. Entry is 
only allowed for the active participants on that day - 1 hour before the performance starts (including 
their human requisites or their trainer or accompanying the minor) Hairdressing is also to be done 
in the changing rooms. The warm-up area is intended for warming up and going through your own 
choreography. No common room!

Pole testing 
The Pole testing can be done on the day of the performance from 7:30 to 8:15 am! Inlet via the Warm 
UP area. The hall may NOT be entered. The tables are ready decorated or are just getting ready for 
the new day. Please just test the floor and the poles briefly. No choreo or dress rehearsal possible! 
There are about 100 participants per day on site and only 1 hour time! The main thing is to get a 
short feeling for the stage!
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Poles
All poles on site have a diameter of 4,5cm. The rod height is 4,50m. Usable height are fully exten-
ded, through the stage lighting, but only 4m. The Poles are Chrome X-Poles.

Grip-Liquid
Only liquid gripping agents with chalk (liquid chalk), or chalk as in gymnastics, are allowed. All other 
common grip agents are not allowed ( I-tac etc. ) Sprays for more moisture (e. g. B. Dewpoint) are 
permitted. Anything that messes up the poles and that cannot be washed off within the specified 
cleaning time is prohibited.

Performance
The time is 2:00-4:00 minutes, depending on the category (Page 3). On stage there are a static 
(left of the spectators) and a spinning (right of the spectators) poles. The show should be shown on 
both poles. There are no compulsory elements. However, ceilings for the Sunday categories (Sport 
categories). The show, the costume, make up, charisma and choreography, use of poles, floor ele-
ments, the show &amp; props are all part of the show and are evaluated. With us you are free. We 
are a championship for show & entertainment. Inspire us, the audience and the jury: just have fun!
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Jury and final decisions 
The jury of a championship evaluates the performances of the participating teams and determines 
the total score of the teams. Participants in the championship agree that all decisions of the jury and 
the tournament committee are final and will not be appealed retroactively. All participants confirm 
that the jury will make a fair momentary decision and that all teams and participants waive any legal 
challenge of these decisions in any form.

Determination of the winner 
The winner of a category is the participant or the team that receives the highest number of points 
from the jury. If two or more participants/teams have the same number of points, these participants/
teams take the same place. The corresponding number of subsequent places remains unoccupied.

Judging Process
The judges panels can be staffed by several judges and one judge panel evaluates all skill areas. 
The sums of the scores are averaged to 10 points (maximum) with a normalization factor. This is fol-
lowed, if necessary, by Deductions due to rule violations - controlled by the headjudge. The detailed 
distribution of points can be found on the respective evaluation sheet.

Seats during the event 
All participants have their own seats on the chairs in the back. If you want to sit together with your 
companions at the tables, you need an additional ticket! You will receive a participant wristband for 
free admission on the day of your performance. If you lose your participant wristband, you will have 
to buy a ticket for admission. It cannot be concluded that the tape was simply passed on, hence this 
measure. So take good care of it, it‘s your free admission. You will receive this when you check in on 
your championship day. If you want to watch on another day, you will have to buy a ticket. 
All other places on site are sold!
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Saturday is Showday
We have introduced some new SHOWCATEGORIES here. Here, 80% of show, 
charisma, theme, outfit count everywhere. The technique is only rated at 
20%. Nevertheless, the technique should be clean and tidy and rather easier 
than too heavy and it will not look good. Clothing, shoes, hair, everything is 
allowed! Furthermore there is mega light technology with laser lights, flash 
lights and a few more mega lights.

Exotic Beginner (EXB)
Men and Women from 18 years
In the Exotic category, the emphasis is on flow, sensuality and hotness. No matter if tricks, low flow, Floor-
Work, mainly in Exotic-Style. It is not specifically the power during the tricks on the pole that is evaluated, but 
the body tension when dancing. The focus is on the musicality of the participant and the foot work, i. e. how 
the dancer handles his high heels. Furthermore the artistry and floorwork will also be evaluated, does the par-
ticipant‘s idea match the movements, the music and the outfit? How does the dancer work with the audience 
and how does he bring his flexibility into the choreography. In this category you only have to climb the pole at 
least 1 time at 50% of the height. Clothing may be taken off during the show, but the female breast and the 
m/f intimate area should remain covered. Men are also welcome in the Exotic category. 

Exotic Professionell (EXP)
Men and Women from 18 years
In the Exotic category, the emphasis is on flow, sensuality and hotness. No matter if tricks, low flow, Floor-
Work, mainly in Exotic-Style. It is not specifically the power during the tricks on the pole that is evaluated, 
but the body tension when dancing. The focus is on the musicality of the participant and the foot work, i. e. 
how the dancer handles his high heels. Furthermore the artistry and floorwork will also be evaluated, does 
the participant‘s idea match the movements, the music and the outfit? How does the dancer work with the 
audience and how does he bring his flexibility into the choreography. In this category you only have to climb 
the pole at least 1 time at 50% of the height. Clothing may be taken off during the show, but the female 
breast and the m/f intimate area should remain covered. Men are also welcome in the Exotic category. The 
Professional category is based on the elements for Advanced and Elite. However, the elements from the set 
of rules are not a must. Elements: All pole elements are allowed.

Category Description
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Exotic Double (EXD)
Men and Women from 18 years
In the Exotic category, the emphasis is on flow, sensuality and hotness. No matter if tricks, low flow, Floor-
Work, mainly in Exotic-Style. In addition, the Double emphasizes the interaction and sensuality of partner 
work. It is not specifically the power during the tricks on the pole that is evaluated, but the body tension 
when dancing. The focus is on the musicality of the participant and the foot work, i. e. how the dancer 
handles his high heels. Furthermore the artistry and floorwork will also be evaluated, does the participant‘s 
idea match the movements, the music and the outfit? How does the dancer work with the audience and 
how does he bring his flexibility into the choreography. In this category you only have to climb the pole at 
least 1 time at 50% of the height. Clothing may be taken off during the show, but the female breast and the 
m/f intimate area should remain covered. Men are also welcome in the Exotic category. The Professional 
category is based on the elements for Advanced and Elite. However, the elements from the set of rules are 
not a must. Elements: All pole elements are allowed.

 Lyrical (LY)
Men and Women from 16 years
Emotional themes, flowing movements, drama, feeling and passion - in Lyrical Pole you dance with heart and 
soul. Elements from pole, ballet, jazz and modern are harmonised and the combination of music and feeling 
awakens your individual expression. 30-50% floor parts are to be danced next to the pole parts. The light is 
rather calm and graceful, fitting to the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, 
expression, choreography, props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about 
putting on a great show and entertaining the audience. Elements: All pole elements are allowed.
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 Rock (R)
Men and Women from 16 years
You like it loud and shrill? You like metal and rock, or something dark? You love to dance at full power and 
let off steam? Then this category is just right for you. Dotted laser lights, flickering disco lights and great light 
and fog effects will accompany you here on stage. You dance on the pole a lot and about 20-30% floor work 
and acrobatics. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, props (props) 
are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and entertaining the 
audience. 
Elements: All pole elements are allowed.

 Tell a Story (TAS)
Men and Women from 16 years
Tell us something that moves you. The death of a loved one, being abandoned, the birth of a child, finding 
a new love. . . It‘s not only the sporting ability that counts here, but especially the expression, the face, the 
acting. It‘s a real challenge. The light is controlled according to your theme and the music. You dance on the 
pole a lot and about 20-30% floor work and acrobatics. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, ex-
pression, choreography, props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting 
on a great show and entertaining the audience. 
Elements: All pole elements are allowed.

 Fairytale (FT)
Men and Women from 16 years
Fairies and unicorns, angels, fairy tale characters and book characters. Emotional themes, or action, flowing 
movements, drama, feeling and passion and power and energy. Here too you dance with heart and soul. 
Elements from poles, ballet, gymnastics are harmonised and the combination of music and feeling awakens 
your individual expression. There should also be suitable costumes and props matching the theme. There 
should be 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the pole parts. The lighting is appropriate for the song 
and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, props (props) 
are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and entertaining the 
audience. 
Elements: All pole elements are allowed.
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 Moviestar (MS)
Men and Women from 16 yeras
The world of Broadway and cinema up close. Dance of the Vampires, Mamma Mia, Tarzan, Cats, Pirates of 
the Caribbean, Game of Thrones, just to name a few examples. Would you like to be Marilyn Monroe or a 
Catness Everdin? Embody your favorite star in your favorite movie and captivate the audience and judges. 
Matching outfit, make-up and wigs should perfectly match the theme. Props can also be used with pleasure. 
There should be 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the pole parts. The lighting is controlled accor-
ding to the song and story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, 
props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and 
entertaining the audience. 
Elements: All pole elements are allowed.

Team Pole (DB)
Teens and Youth from 12 years and Men and Women
4  up to 10 people 
The emphasis is on an interesting and entertaining show. Synchronicity, posture, body control, flexibility, 
flow, continuity and great body work (maximum movement amplitude) are included in the evaluation. Lifting 
fences can also be installed. Typical forms of movement like z. B. Contraction, release and opposition should 
be as much a part of the choreography as pole work. The versatility and execution of the dance also flows 
into the evaluation. Visual effects such as pole tricks, level changes (change of difficulty), ground and group 
work, formation changes, ripples (wave sequences) are desirable. ATTENTION, only 3 persons are allowed 
to hang on one pole at the same time (spinning) (i. e. a total of 6 persons at the same time on both poles in 
spinning mode). But another person might be held between the two poles by other people. The light is chosen 
to match the song and the story and the tempo. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expres-
sion, choreography, props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on 
a great show and entertaining the audience. 
Elements: All pole elements are allowed.

Sunday is Sportsday
Here the technique, the show and charisma count 50% each, charisma, theme and outfit, 
as well as styling are also desired here. But the technique will be very important here. You 
may only make allowed elements from your category. Elements that are too heavy may not 
be shown and will be penalized with points. If you want to do harder ones, you have to re-
gister for the next level. Clothing, shoes, hair, props, dance partners, everything is allowed!

HERE YOU CAN QUALIFY IN SOME CATEGORIES FOR THE ARNOLD 
SCHWARZENEGGER (POLE ARNOLD) OF THE POLE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES 
IN THE USA OR AUSTRALIA!
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Double Beginner (DB)
Men and Women from 14 years
A couple interacting together and a harmonious show at the pole. The characteristics of double dancing inclu-
de synchronicity, strong technique, precise and cleanly executed floor parts and visual effects. Both persons 
must go to the poles. The program should be fluid and clean. The levels of difficulty are aimed at beginners 
and intermediates. There should be 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the pole parts. The lighting is 
appropriate for the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, cho-
reography, props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great 
show and entertaining the audience. Elements: - Minimum 4 held elements are shown without ground contact 
(Doubles: min. three double tricks)! Floorwork & Slides & Dynamic Moves: (inverted) Hip Hold Drop, Shoulder 
Dismount, Jump on and off, wheel turn, archway Spins on the static pole: all spins and spin connections, also 
one-handed, but not overhead
Holds: Pole Seats (Layback and all variants, Wrist Seat and all variants), Bottle Rocket, Frontsplit, 
all elements of the Superman group (e. g. B. Bees Knees, Dove, Side Superman, Seahorse, Pea-
cock), all Knee Hooks (e. g. e. g. Cupid, Hero, Marley, Knee Hold), Twisted Ballerina, Vortex, Vertical 
Pole Stand and variants (e. g. e. g. Box Split, Crossbow), Libellua, Runningman, Shoulder-V from 
Shoulder-Dismount, all elements kept free with head above hip height (e. g. B. Boomerang Hold, 
Tulip, Air Walk, Pencil Hold. . . ) Inverted Holds: Cross Ankle Release and all variations, all Leghangs 
(simple variations of Brass Monkey, Inside and Outside Leg Hang, simple and extended Butterfly, 
Broken Doll, Caterpillar, Dangerous Brian), all Hip Holds (e. g. B. Bomb, Open V, Jade), Meathook, 
Iguana Holds with at least 1 leg on the bar Climbs &amp; Inverts: all Climbs where the head is on 
top All inverts (aerial and from the ground) with bent legs.

Double Professionell (DP)
Men and Women from 14 years
A couple interacting together and a harmonious show at the pole. The characteristics of double dancing 
include synchronicity, strong technique, precise and cleanly executed floor parts and visual effects. Both 
persons must go to the poles. The program should be fluid and clean. The levels of difficulty are aimed at 
advanced and elite. There should be 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the pole parts. The lighting 
is appropriate for the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, 
choreography, props (props) and 50% technique are evaluated. Elements: Floorwork &#x2F; Slides &#x2F; 
Dynamic Moves: Re-Grips, Fonji, Flips, Twists; all gymnastic elements with flight and without support phase 
(e. g. B. somersault, free wheel, screw) (Inverted) Holds: Planks (passé), Iron X + variations, Rainbow 
Marchenko, Russian Split, Titanic, One-handed Spin (SP), Eagle, Bird of Paradise, Bui Bend, Broken Split 
Climbs &amp; Inverts: All Climbs, Inverts and Lifts allowed (also with stretched + closed legs), Arms only 
climb

Qualifier
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QualifierIntermediate (INT)
Men and Women from 16 years

A beautiful mixture of sporty and elegant elements at the pole, as well as a nice show. The program should 
be fluid and clean. Too heavy elements are not scored and are deducted with penalty points. - Mind. 4 held 
elements are shown without ground contact (Doubles: min. three double tricks)! Floorwork &#x2F; Slides 
&#x2F; Dynamic Moves: (inverted) Hip Hold Drop, Shoulder Dismount, Jump on and off, Wheel Turn, Arch-
way Spins on the Static Pole: all spins and spin connections, also one-handed but not upside down Holds: 
Pole Seats (Layback and all variations, Wrist Seat and all variations), Bottle Rocket, Frontsplit, all elements 
of the Superman group (e. g. B. Bees Knees, Dove, Side Superman, Seahorse, Peacock), all Knee Hooks 
(e. g. e. g. Cupid, Hero, Marley, Knee Hold), Twisted Ballerina, Vortex, Vertical Pole Stand and variants (e. 
g. e. g. Box Split, Crossbow), Libellua, Runningman, Shoulder-V from Shoulder-Dismount, all elements kept 
free with head above hip height (e. g. B. Boomerang Hold, Tulip, Air Walk, Pencil Hold. . . ) Inverted Holds: 
Cross Ankle Release and all variations, all Leghangs (simple variations of Brass Monkey, Inside and Outside 
Leg Hang, all Butterfly variations, Poisson, Broken Doll, Caterpillar, Dangerous Brian), all Hip Holds (e. g. B. 
Bomb, Open V, Jade), Meathook, Reverse Ayesha, Iguana Holds with at least 1 leg on the bar Climbs &amp; 
Inverts: all climbs where the head is up, as well as Outside Leg and Caterpillar Climb. All inverts and lifts 
(aerial and ground) with bent legs.

Advanced (AD)
Men and Women from 16 years

Shows a beautiful, energetic program with Shoe. The program should be fluid and clean. No elements that 
are too heavy may be shown. These are only for the next heavier category and mean a point deduction. 
Floorwork & Slides & Dynamic Moves: all drops, simple flips (e. g. e. g. Butterfly Flip); all gymnastic ele-
ments with flight and support phase (e. g. B. Flick Flack, hand support flap) Spins on the Static Pole: all 
holds: Half Flag, Capezio, Chopsticks, Yogini, Plus Sign, Vertical Jade, Machine Gun, Chokersplit, Reverse 
Rainbow Marchenko Inverted Holds: Ayesha, Janeiro, Pegasus Split, Allegra, Jallegra, Inverted Libellua, 
Russian Layback, Brass Monkey variations, Dragontail variations (with at least 1 leg in contact with the 
rod), Satellite variants (with at least 1 leg on the bar), Dangerous Bridge, Spatchcock and Russian Split on 
floor, Cocoon, Amber-Split, Floor K, Wenson Split & Straddle, Cherryribbon, Puma Split Climbs &amp; In-
verts: Shouldermount, Seated Climb; Inverts and lifts from the ground and aerial (also aerial) with stretched 
legs; no lateral deadlifts

Qualifier



Masters 40 und 50+ Beginner (MABEG)
Men and Women from 40 years
Especially for women and men who started pole dancing very late. You must not show elements that are 
too heavy. Show us a great show, show a good expression. Shows clean technology. It also does not have 
to be too heavy, but should be neat and fluid. There should be a floor part, but no acrobatics. 10 - 30% floor 
parts without acrobatics, next to the pole parts, should be danced. The lighting is appropriate for the song 
and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, props (props) 
are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and entertaining the 
audience.
Elemente:
All beginner pole elements are allowed: Floorwork & Slides & Dynamic Moves: Fankicks, all slow slides, 
handstands with pole support, B-girl, wheel, bridge, splits, all support elements with both hands on the floor, 
all hand, forearm and shoulder stands (not as deadlift or slowly lowered like for example the B-girl, wheel, 
bridge, splits, all support elements with both hands on the floor, all hand, forearm and shoulder stands (not 
as deadlift or slowly lowered like for example the B-girl, wheel, bridge, splits, splits). B. Handstand to angle 
support) Spins at the static pole: with both hands or Sharing of arms on the bar (no one-handed flight pha-
se), spin connections, nothing over head holds: Crucifix and all variations, pole seats and all easy variations, 
Remi, Drama Queen, Martini Girl, Layback (min. upper hand on the bar), simple holds such as Skater, Pole 
Hug, Hood Ornament, Stargazer, and all spin positions executed as a figure of support Inverted Holds: Leg-
hangs with at least one hand on the bar, Inverted Crucifix, Dragonfly, Cross Knee Release, Chopper, Thinker 
Climbs &amp; Inverts: Basic Climb, Forearm Grip Climb, Basic Invert from the ground (not aerial)

Masters 40 und 50+ Professionel (MAPRO)
Men and Women from 40 Years

For ladies and gentelmen who already have a lot going for them. Shows us a footy and innovative program 
with poles and floor parts. All elements are allowed. Elements: Floorwork & Slides & Dynamic Moves: Re-
Grips, Fonji, 360° Flips, 360° Twists; all gymnastic elements with flight and without support phase (e. g. B. 
somersault, free wheel, screw) (Inverted) Holds: Planks (passé), Iron X + variations, Rainbow Marchenko, 
Russian Split, Titanic, One-handed Spin (SP), Eagle, Bird of Paradise, Bui Bend, Broken Split, Spleen, Te-
ardropsplit, Gunterscale Climbs &amp; Inverts: All Climbs, Inverts and Lifts allowed (also with stretched + 
closed legs), Arms only climb, Hop up Climb

Kids & Youth (KY)
Kids from 4-15 years
All elements are allowed. The children should show an age-appropriate program. NO sexist and erotic move-
ments may be made. No heels may be worn. The bottom, genital area and breasts must be completely cove-
red. If we have many starters, the category can be divided into Kids and Youth. 
Elements: All elements are allowed.

Qualifier
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QualifierELITE (E)
Men and Women from 16 years

Elite is without doubt the supreme discipline in pole dancing. At least when it comes to the sporting 
aspect. Nothing is too heavy and everything is possible. Body tension and elegance and show are 
desired here. Qualify here too for the Pole Arnold. Show me what you got. All elements are all-
owed. Elements: Floorwork & Slides & Dynamic Moves: Re-Grips, Fonji, 360° Flips, 360° Twists; all 
gymnastic elements with flight and without support phase (e. g. B. somersault, free wheel, screw) 
(Inverted) Holds: Planks (passé), Iron X + variations, Rainbow Marchenko, Russian Split, Titanic, 
One-handed Spin (SP), Eagle, Bird of Paradise, Bui Bend, Broken Split, Spleen, Teardropsplit, Gun-
terscale Climbs &amp; Inverts: All Climbs, Inverts and Lifts allowed (also with stretched + closed 
legs), Arms only climb, Hop up Climb

Monday is Hoopday
Float like elves. You can do that in your hoop. The whole Monday is planned 
as a hoopday. Find the right category for you. Beginners or rather advanced? 
Alone or rather with your best friend? Do you want to do a particular subject? 
Dance partners who do not join in the hoop are also allowed. Clothing, shoes, 
hair, props, dance partners, everything is allowed! The dance partners must 
also be registered and pay a partner ticket, which includes the seat in the par-
ticipant area.
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Hoop Kids (HK)
Kids 4-9 years
The children should show an age-appropriate program. You must not make any sexy or disreputable move-
ments. The bottom should be completely covered. The program should be fluid and clean. There are no ele-
ments that are too heavy. In Aerial Hoop acrobatic and dancing figures are performed under, in and around a 
metal ring. The ring should be brought by the participant himself. The suspension is already attached to the 
stage ceiling. The routine refers to the athlete‘s program from start to finish and includes spins, transitions, 
inverts, holds, poses, tricks, acrobatics, climbs, drops (intermediate only), splits and ground work. The exe-
cution of the technical elements, as well as drops, figures and body line, flexibility and floorwork are evalua-
ted. There should be 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the hoop parts. The lighting is appropriate 
for the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, 
props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and 
entertaining the audience. All elements are allowed. 

Hoop Youth (HY)
Teens 10-15 years
The teens should show an age-appropriate program. You must not make any sexy or disreputable move-
ments. The bottom should be completely covered. The program should be fluid and clean. There are no ele-
ments that are too heavy. In Aerial Hoop acrobatic and dancing figures are performed under, in and around a 
metal ring. The ring should be brought by the participant himself. The suspension is already attached to the 
stage ceiling. The routine refers to the athlete‘s program from start to finish and includes spins, transitions, 
inverts, holds, poses, tricks, acrobatics, climbs, drops (intermediate only), splits and ground work. The exe-
cution of the technical elements, as well as drops, figures and body line, flexibility and floorwork are evalua-
ted. There should be 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the hoop parts. The lighting is appropriate 
for the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, 
props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and 
entertaining the audience. All elements are allowed.

Hoop Beginner (HB)
Men and Women from 16 years
In Aerial Hoop acrobatic and dancing figures are performed under, in and around a metal ring. The ring should 
be brought by the participant himself. The suspension is already attached to the stage ceiling. The routine 
refers to the athlete‘s program from start to finish and includes spins, transitions, inverts, holds, poses, tricks, 
acrobatics, climbs, drops (intermediate only), splits and ground work. The execution of the technical ele-
ments, as well as drops, figures and body line, flexibility and floorwork are evaluated. The performances are 
evaluated according to the following criteria and the points system. Floorwork maximum 30 seconds without 
hoop contact - 5 points 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the hoop parts, should be danced. The 
lighting is appropriate for the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expres-
sion, choreography, props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on 
a great show and entertaining the audience. All elements are allowed. 
Elements: Figure level below/under the hoop is allowed. The upper part is not allowed in this 
category.
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Hoop Professionell  (HP)
Men and Women from 16 years
In Aerial Hoop acrobatic and dancing figures are performed under, in and around a metal ring. The ring should 
be brought by the participant himself. The suspension is already attached to the stage ceiling. The routine 
refers to the athlete‘s program from start to finish and includes spins, transitions, inverts, holds, poses, tricks, 
acrobatics, climbs, drops (intermediate only), splits and ground work. The execution of the technical ele-
ments, as well as drops, figures and body line, flexibility and floorwork are evaluated. The performances are 
evaluated according to the following criteria and the points system. Floorwork maximum 30 seconds without 
hoop contact - 5 points 10-30% floor parts and acrobatics, besides the hoop parts, should be danced. The 
lighting is appropriate for the song and the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expres-
sion, choreography, props (props) are evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on 
a great show and entertaining the audience. All elements are allowed. 
Elements: It is allowed to dance above and below the hoop. All elements are allowed.

Double Hoop Beginner (HDB)
Men and Women from 14 years
In Aerial Hoop acrobatic and dancing figures are performed under, in and around a metal ring. The ring 
should be brought by the participant himself. The suspension is already attached to the stage ceiling. The 
couple should interact harmoniously with each other. The routine refers to the athlete‘s program from start 
to finish and includes spins, transitions, inverts, holds, poses, tricks, acrobatics, climbs, drops (intermediate 
only), splits and ground work. The execution of the technical elements, as well as drops, figures and body 
line, flexibility and floorwork are evaluated. The performances are evaluated according to the following cri-
teria and the points system. Floorwork maximum 30 seconds without hoop contact - 5 points 10-30% floor 
parts and acrobatics, besides the hoop parts, should be danced. The lighting is appropriate for the song and 
the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, props (props) are 
evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and entertaining the 
audience. All elements are allowed. Elements: Figure level below/under the hoop is allowed. The upper part 
is not allowed in this category.

Double Hoop Professionell  (HDP)
Men and Women from 14 years
In Aerial Hoop acrobatic and dancing figures are performed under, in and around a metal ring. The ring 
should be brought by the participant himself. The suspension is already attached to the stage ceiling. The 
couple should interact harmoniously with each other. The routine refers to the athlete‘s program from start 
to finish and includes spins, transitions, inverts, holds, poses, tricks, acrobatics, climbs, drops (intermediate 
only), splits and ground work. The execution of the technical elements, as well as drops, figures and body 
line, flexibility and floorwork are evaluated. The performances are evaluated according to the following cri-
teria and the points system. Floorwork maximum 30 seconds without hoop contact - 5 points 10-30% floor 
parts and acrobatics, besides the hoop parts, should be danced. The lighting is appropriate for the song and 
the story. The show, charisma, implementation of the theme, expression, choreography, props (props) are 
evaluated to 80% and only 20% technique. It is more about putting on a great show and entertaining the au-
dience. All elements are allowed. 
Elements: It is allowed to dance above and below the hoop. All elements are allowed.
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The elements are evaluated by judges, who are combined into a Judges Panel. The scores 
of the different judges are added and a normalization factor is used to calculate a value bet-
ween 0. 0 and 10. 0 points.

EXOTIC

Creativity /Musical realization   10 P 
Costumes / Make up / Props   10 P 
Show / Charisma     10 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Footwork      10 P 
Use of heels      10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Technique elements    10 P 
Acrobatics      10 P 
Floor parts      20 P 
                       120 P

EVALUATION CRITERIA

LYRICAL / ROCK / MOVIESTAR / 
FAIRYTALE / TELL A STORY

Creativity / Musical realisation   20 P 
Costumes /Make up    10 P 
Props Use      10 P 
Radiance / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography / Theme   20 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Technique elements at the pole   20 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Floor parts and acrobatics    10 P
              140 P

TEAM

Creativity / Musical realisation   20 P 
Costumes / Make up    10 P 
Props Use      10 P 
Charisma / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography    20 P 
Synchronicity     10 P 
Formations      10 P 
Interaction      10 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Technique elements at the pole   20 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Floor parts and acrobatics    10 P
              170 P

EXOTIC DOUBLE

Creativity /Musical realization   10 P 
Costumes / Make up / Props   10 P 
Show / Charisma     10 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Footwork      10 P 
Use of heels      10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Technique elements    10 P
 Acrobatics      10 P 
Floor parts      20 P 
Interaction      10 P 
Synchrony      10 P

140 P
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MASTERS 40+ BEGINNER

Creativity / Musical realisation   20 P 
Costumes / Make up    10 P 
Props  Use      10 P 
Radiance / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography    20 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Technique elements at the pole   10 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Floor parts      10 P
              120 P

DOUBLE POLE

Creativity / Musical realisation   20 P 
Costumes / Make up    10 P 
Props Use      10 P 
Charisma / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography    20 P 
Synchronicity     10 P 
Interaction      10 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Technique elements at the pole   20 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Floor parts and acrobatics    10 P 
                      160 P

HOOP KIDS /  YOUTH / BEGINNER / 
PROFESSIONALL

Creativity / Musical realization   20 P 
Costumes / Make up    10 P 
Props Use      10 P 
Charisma / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography    20 P 
Execution Tricky Drops    10 P 
Body Tension and Strength   10 P 
Technique Elements on the Hoop  20 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Floor Parts      10 P
              140 P

HOOP DOUBLE / BEGINNER / 
PROFESSIONALL

Creativity / Musical realization   20 P 
Costumes / Make up    10 P 
Props Use      10 P 
Charisma / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography    20 P 
Interaction      10 P 
Execution Tricky Drops    10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Technique elements on the Hoop   20 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Floor parts      10 P
              150 P



ORGANIZER       OPERATOR
CVJM American Sports Club e.V.    Angel Wings Athletics Wear
Bahnhofstr. 20       Tanja Hermanns
57610 Altenkirchen       Hauptstr. 1A
Kontakt: info@rockthestage.eu     57632 Eichen
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MASTER 40+ PROF / KIDS / TEENS / 
INTERMEDIATE / ADVANCED / ELITE

Creativity / Musical realisation   20 P 
Costumes / Make up     10 P 
Props Use      10 P 
Radiance / Communication   10 P 
Show / Choreography / Theme   20 P 
Visual effects     10 P 
Body tension and strength    10 P 
Flexibility      10 P 
Technique elements at the pole   20 P 
Transitions      10 P 
Floor parts and acrobatics    10 P
              140 P


